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PSPC 7
Automatic Egg Packer- Hatching Eggs

Ideal packer for breeder farms:
-Suitable for almost every type of setter tray including offset 

matrix pattern.
- Easy switch from setter tray to 5x6 trays (plastic/cardboard)

- Fits into almost every egg room; flexible and compact layout. 
- User friendly control panel for operation

Better Results:
->99.7% Points down accuracy

-Ovoprint and Egg Flex stamping for optimum print results
- Gentle egg handling

- Improved hatchability

Durable and low maintenance:
- Non corrosive, durable materials
- Stainless steel for easy cleaning

-Optimum access to vital parts for maintenance 

Used for packing hatching eggs into setter trays, this seven-row packer is unique in its operational 
method. The Prinzen PSPC 7 is capable of packing into “offset matrix” tray patterns with a point 
down accuracy of better than 99.7% thus helping to improve hatchability. The PSPC 7 also has the 
capability to pack 30 cell cardboard or plastic trays. This, together with its gentle egg transfer 
explains the continuing success around the world. As with all the PSPC range of packers, the PSPC7 
is very user friendly with simple operating controls. Its stainless-steel construction and good floor 
access make the end of the day clean down quick and easy.

99.7%
Points down accuracy



PSPC 7

Capacity 21,000 eggs per hour
Power Supply 400v - 3Phase- 50Hz- neutral/earth 

(other possibilities on request)

Buffer Stock Tray Denester 30- cell tray plastic: 50 pcs 
30- cell tray cardbaord: 75pcs 
Setter tray: depends on type

Options PSPC 7:
- Extension of infeed belt                         
- Ovostamp 7R stamping       

- Ovoprint X7 inkjet coding
- Ovograder

- Trolley Loader                     

Standard Specifications Possible Tray Types

30-cell tray cardboard (5x6)
30-cell plastic (5x6)

Jamesway (36, 42, 73, 77, 84, 84sst, 
168)
HatchTech
Chickmaster (48, 54, 130, 165)

Buckeye (132, 150)

Other (setter) trays on request

Tray denester

Setter tray denester

Output belt
 
Cup conveyor

Roller belt

Infeed belt
PSPC 7 L PSPC 7 LB PSPC 7 R PSPC 7 RB

21,000  
eggs per hour

Prinzen Packing Perfection


